Abstract The polyaniline water hydrogen-bonded complex was studied by firstprinciples calculation. The density functional theory method was used to calculate the structure characters, natural bond orbital charge distribution, infrared spectra and the frontier molecular orbital. Results showed that the H-OÁÁÁH-N and C-NÁÁÁH-O type intermolecular hydrogen bonds were formed. The bonds involved in the intermolecular H-bond were all influenced by the hydrogen bonding interaction. During the hydrogen bond formation, the polymer chains in the complexes were all charged, which can be an important factor contributing to the increase of electrical conductivity. The N1-H vibration was strongly influenced, and the locations as well as the intensities of N1-H absorption bands were all changed in the complexes. In the orbital transition of HOMO to LUMO, the electron density transferred from benzenoid ring to quinoid ring.
Introduction
A large amount of theoretical and experimental researches have been focused on hydrogen-bond (H-bond) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ever since the topic was first introduced. [9] H-bond, i.e., the bond between an electron-deficient hydrogen and a region of high electron density, is an extensively investigated phenomenon, [10, 11] especially due to its importance for biological systems. [12] Generally speaking, the main type of H-bond is X-H…Y, where X and Y are electronegative elements and Y possesses one or two electron lone pairs. Nowadays the concept of H-bond has been extended to the X-H…p type bonding, where p represents the delocalized p-electrons of an aromatic system. [13, 14] In the experimental aspect, many H-bond studies mainly focused on the experimental investigation of spectroscopic analysis, [15, 16] hydrophobicity, [17] stabilization [18] and synthesis process. [19] In recent researches, a great many of excellent theoretical calculations have been carried out to discuss the H-bond. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Tarek and Tobias [27] have used molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the role of water in protein dynamics and concluded that the relaxation of the hydrogen bond network is the requirement of protein structural relaxation, therefore the proteinwater hydrogen bond dynamics has an effect on the protein relaxation similar to dehydration. Ashley et al. [26] have studied the comprehensive Raman spectroscopic and electronic structure of hydrogen bonding by pyrimidine with different polar solvents. From the study, it proved that the electronic structure is dependent on the magnitude of the blue shift, and the charge transfer also belongs to the blue shifting of pyrimidine's normal modes. Plenty of theoretical calculations have been devoted to the H-bond complexes of water with nitrogen bases [28] such as pyrimidine, [29] acetonitrile [30] pyridineand imidazole derivatives. [31, 32] The results of theoretical calculation were used to study the nature of hydrogen bonding in a series of water complexes. There are some other discussions demonstrate that polyaniline-water interactions strongly affect the structure of the polymer, as well as its conducting, optical and redox properties. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Results indicate that the hydrogen bonding interactions between water or m-cresol and PANI can contribute to a reduced scattering cross section for defect and account for the reversible enhancement of the conductivity of polyaniline. The additional water molecule adsorbed at the structural unit of the polymer caused a one-order increase in its electrical conductivity. The effect is comparable with that caused by acid doping of PANI-EB. [35] The hydrogen bonds play a dominating role in molecular packing even for molecules with different polarization of the aromatic orheterocyclic moieties. [33] The origins of the effect are still not entirely clear and the hydrogen bonding effect between water and polyaniline has not been investigated systematically.
Helpful insight on the problem can be obtained by computational approaches, based on the theoretical investigations on polyaniline-water interactions, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] we aimed to advance the investigation of the H-band complex of water and polyaniline. The possible hydrogen-bond modes were simulated and the following parameters were calculated further: the equilibrium structure, the natural bond orbital charge distribution, the vibrational spectrum analysis and the frontier molecular orbital. The comparative investigation of the different hydrogen-bonded PANI-H 2 O complexes was performed in order to get a comprehensive understanding on the hydrogen bond effect.
Model and Method
In the PANI tetramer, two distinct nitrogen environments coexist: amine and imine nitrogen. The actual varied nitrogen environment will of course be taken into account and thus three possible conformations of the hydrogen-bonded PANI-(H 2 O) complexes were built. In the present work, in order to describe all the aspects of hydrogen-bond effect, we have been inspired to study theoretically the hydrogenbonded PANI-H 2 O complexes as well as the isolated PANI tetramer and H 2 O monomers.
The theoretical data of the hydrogen-bonded complexes as well as the isolated monomers considered here was performed by using DFT with Becke's threeparameter hybrid exchange function with Lee-Yang-Parr gradient-corrected correlation functional (B3LYP hybrid functional), and the 6-31G? (d, p) basis set was used. The implicit water environment was taken into account. Moreover, it has been already demonstrated that the use of Polarized Continuum Model (PCM) is indispensable for theoretical treatment of PANI complexes and substantially improves the accuracy of the calculated charge distribution. [40] [41] [42] All the calculations were carried out by using the Gaussian 09 program suite.
Results and Discussion

Equilibrium Geometries
The geometric conformation of the isolated PANI and H 2 O monomers as well as the hydrogen-bonded PANI-H 2 O complexes are fully optimized and shown in Fig. 1 . The key geometric parameters of the optimized structures are listed in Table 1 . The bond lengths of free N1-H18 group as well as O1-H21/H22 in isolated PANI and H 2 O molecules are calculated to be 1.011 and 0.967/0.967 Å . From our optimization results in Fig. 1b , it can be clearly seen that one intermolecular hydrogen bond N1-H18ÁÁÁO1-H22 can be formed between the PANI and H 2 O molecule, which is denoted as PANI-H 2 O(H-O). The length of the hydrogen bond N1-H18ÁÁÁO1 between H and O atoms is 1.979 Å . The calculated lengths of N1-C18/C20 in the PANI-H 2 O(H-O) hydrogen-bond complex are all decreased compared with the chain monomer. And the length of N1-H18 in the complex is 1.020 Å , which is increased by 0.009 Å compared with that of the isolated PANI monomer. At the same time, the lengths of the O-H bands in H 2 O are not changed compared with the isolated H 2 O monomer. It is obvious from Fig. 1c that one intermolecular hydrogen bond labelled as N2ÁÁÁH22-O1 can be formed between PANI and H 2 O molecules. The length of the hydrogen bond N2ÁÁÁH22-O1 in the hydrogen-bonded PANI-H 2 O(H-N2) is calculated to be 1.870 Å , whereas the calculated bond lengths for N2-C11/C15 and O1-H22 in the hydrogen bond complex are all increased. This indicates that the bonds length are elongated compared with those of the isolated monomers. From Fig. 1d , we can find the N3ÁÁÁH22-O1 hydrogen bond which is calculated to be 1.864 Å between PANI and H 2 O monomers. The bond lengths for N3-C6/C8 and O1-H22 in the PANI-H 2 O(H-N3) complex are all increased as the increased bond lengths in the PANI-H 2 O(H-N2) complex. From the changing characteristics of bond lengths, we can draw the conclusion that the bands which provide hydrogen atom for the H-bond are elongated, and the lengths of the bands forming with the nitrogen atoms where locate the hydrogen bond possess the unitive change pattern. From the characteristics of bond angle, we find the rule that the angles of H21-O1-H22 in all hydrogen-bond complexes are increased compared with the H 2 O monomer, and the formations of hydrogen-bonds also cause the fluctuation of the bond angles in PANI chian.
Charge Distribution
The charge distribution of the PANI-H 2 O complexes are calculated using NBO methodology which is often used to analyze non-covalent interactions. [44, 45] For comparison, the corresponding charges of isolated PANI and H 2 O monomers are also calculated and the results are collected in Fig. 2 . It is obvious that all the hydrogen atoms are positively charged and the carbon atoms in the PANI chains mostly possess quite similar level negative charge except for the carbon atoms connected with the nitrogen atom. The charges carried by H/O atoms in H 2 O Fig. 1 The geometric structures of monomers and the hydrogen-bonded PANI-H 2 O complexes. The dotted lines represent the intermolecular hydrogen bonds molecule are 0.518/-1.036 respectively, and the total charges of H 2 O molecule and PANI chain monomers turned out to be zero simultaneously, that is to say, the monomers are charge balanced. Meanwhile, the charge distributions of PANI chain in the hydrogen-bond complexes are influenced by the hydrogen-bond, especially at the point of hydrogen-bond formation. Compared with the isolated PANI monomer, it is obvious that the negative charges of PANI N atoms involved in forming hydrogen-bond are increased uniformly. At the same time, the interesting phenomenon is that the positive charges of PANI C atoms connected with the above-mentioned N atoms show the increased tendency as well. Compared with charge balanced PANI and H 2 O monomers, the total charges of PANI chain in the complexes are -0.29/0.046/0.046, respectively, from Fig. 2b-d , and the corresponding total charges of H 2 O molecules are 0.29/-0.046/-0.046. It is clear that the PANI monomer and the hydrogen-bond complexes are neutral but the PANI chains in the complexes are charged during the hydrogen-bond formation. As a result, the hydrogen-bond will promote the charge mobility in PANI chain, and then improve the electrical conductiuity of PANI.
Infrared Spectra
The spectroscopic manifestations such as shift of XH stretching vibration frequency and increase in IR intensity are important features to evaluate H-bond interaction. The Effect of Intermolecular Hydrogen Bonding on the… 1075 [46] [47] [48] The infrared spectra of the isolated H 2 O, PANI monomer and the hydrogenbonded PANI-H 2 O complex are calculated as shown in Fig. 3 . Meanwhile, the peak locations related to the corresponding chemical bonds are listed in Table 2 . It is observed that many absorption bands with the quite similar frequency can be found both in PANI monomer and the hydrogen-bonded complexes. Thus we drew the conclusion that the vibration variation of the polymer chain was minor in the hydrogen-bonded complex compared with the PANI monomer. Meanwhile, some emerging charateristic absorption bands appeared in the complexes after the formation of hydrogen bond. The N1-H stretching vibration and wagging vibration absorption bands were the vibration band of O-H22, and the N1-H wagging vibration were located in 384 and 396 cm -1 respectively. In order to see the different vibrations intuitively, the vibrational modes of the PANI-H 2 O complexes Fig. 3 The infrared spectra of the isolated PANI monomer and the hydrogen-bonded PANI-H 2 O complexes. Important charateristic absorption bands were marked in the spectral pattern. It is obvious that many absorption bands with the quite similar frequency can be found both in PANI monomer and the hydrogen-bonded complexes in the spectral region of the N1-H18 and O1-H22 stretching bands, including the displacement vector and the dipole derivative unit vector, are presented in Fig. 4 . Thus, the vibration mode of the bands involved in the hydrogen bond changed obviously during the hydrogen bond formation process.
Frontier Molecular Orbitals (MOs)
The frontier MOs are important features of conjugated polymers, and the MOs analysis can provide much useful information for understanding the nature of the hydrogen bond effect. The HOMO and LUMO frontier MOs of the isolated PANI monomer and PANI-H 2 O complexes are shown in Fig. 5 . The polymer chains of PANI monomer and complexes possessed the quite similar electronic density distribution character. The electron densities of HOMO orbitals were localized in benzenoid ring but for the LUMO orbitals the electron densities were mainly focused on the quinoid ring. It is clear that the orbital transition from HOMO to LUMO involves intra-molecular charge redistribution. As a result, the electron density will transfer from benzenoid ring to quinoid ring after the orbital transition.
It is easy to see that the electronic density of all the complex orbitals were entirely concentrated on the PANI monomer. Based on all the discussions above, the additional water molecule are steadily absorbed at the structural unit of the PANI through the formation of hydrogen-bond. It has been analyzed above that the formation of hydrogen-bond will not only promote the charge motion in the PANI and charge the polymer chain but also reduce the energy gap. The hydrogen-bond between water molecule and aniline unit of PANI stimulate the formation of the highly conductive polymeric network, and then cause the increase in its electrical conductivity. There have been correlational research [35] and the possible interactional models of water molecules and PANI chains are shown in Fig. 6 .
Conclusions
According to first-principles calculations, there were three possible hydrogen bond interaction modes between PANI and H 2 O monomers, and the geometric structures were affected by the formation of hydrogen bond, especially the bands which provided hydrogen atom for the hydrogen bond were elongated. The PANI chains in the complexes were charged during the hydrogen-bond formation, and the hydrogen bond promoted the charge mobility and redistribution in PANI. Furthermore, the period circulating hydrogen-bond between PANI and H 2 O formed the highly conductive polymeric network, and then caused the increase of its electrical conductivity. The hydrogen bond evoked the strong N1-H vibration in the hydrogen-bonded complexes. The electronic densities were entirely concentrated on the PANI monomer, which means only the electrons of the PANI monomer were excited in these states.
